Many people do not really see the "reptilian" thing, which you need to look closely to identify in Jews. So I have brought together isolated some examples of prominent Jews so you can see it evidently. Himmler stated that the isolated Jew is more difficult to be understood as an alien element, but when you see them all together, you can figure out they are alien pretty quickly. The Cohen Gene is actually a part of the Jewish DNA that is however affecting the whole person and making them Jewish. It appears that in some Jews, this manifests on their phenotype, obviously, but subtly. While other Jews more look like merchants and have a particular look, some of the more 'higher up' and intelligent Jews, do actually have a Reptilian phenotype that is observable.

Many people also brush away these theories, but I have found testimonies which I will be posting very soon of a Rabbi admitting that the Reptilians run the show with the Jews, and that the Reptilians also are the 'angels' of the enemy, actively in war with "Demons" (Our Pagan ET Gods and progenitors), helping Jews in meditations by guiding them, and way more. The Truth will out on the shrinking minds of the foolish as a ton of bricks. The Jew and the Reptilian are great friends.

The Jews at the top work with the same reptilians on the higher levels that attack humanity and seek to actively suppress it. A Rabbi mentioned this in the open in Ancient Aliens as well, revealing their identity as the so called "Angels of God".

As HPS Maxine stated, the Jews only lately invented the "Klippoth" or the Pagan Gods as something evil. This was because when their higher top Rabbis were asked on why misfortunes and disasters followed the Jews, their top rabbis revealed to them that this is caused by our Demons to the Jewish race. Tie that to the above as well.

Now, if one pays close attention, one will see something 'reptilian' in the face of these Jews. It's something looking alien, and soulless. There is no warmth, it's easy to feel and see but difficult to verbally explain.

Zuckerberg is one of the most prime examples of this 'reptilian' thing, to the point that many people ask him if he is a reptile or alien. This is not a joke, people are subconsciously picking up on this. It's difficult to hide in his case.
This is called Rabbi Tovia. You can also see the 'reptilian' hue in his figure as well, unfeeling and alien in some way. You can compare these pictures to the pictures of Blacks and Whites, or Asian people, and you will see the Jews are a drastically 'other' species.
This is another famous Jew, James Damore.
Reply from [A forum member]:

It's a scientific fact Jooz evolved to have bigger noses because air is free.